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Abstract

We present evidence of permeability enhancement from hydraulic stimulation experiments in fractured crystalline rock. A

total of almost 10m3 was injected in two fractured intervals of a 300 m long borehole. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

measurements in the same borehole were carried out prior to and following the stimulation. The initial measurements revealed

fractures in the vicinity of the borehole that could be traced up to distances of 50 meters away. The data measured post-

stimulation were used in a difference-imaging approach to illuminate changes in the GPR reflections caused by the stimulations.

The changes delineate the enhancement of a large and complex fracture network. These changes likely correspond to changes

in local aperture, thus permeability. Our results indicate that borehole GPR yields unique information on subtle changes in

hydraulic properties within a relatively large volume and provides a new perspective on the characterization and monitoring of

deep geothermal reservoirs.
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Abstract10

We present evidence of permeability enhancement from hydraulic stimulation experiments11

in fractured crystalline rock. A total of almost 10m3 was injected in two fractured in-12

tervals of a 300 m long borehole. Repeated Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) measure-13

ments in the same borehole were carried out prior to and following the stimulation. The14

initial measurements revealed fractures in the vicinity of the borehole that could be traced15

up to distances of 50 meters away. The data measured post-stimulation were used in a16

difference-imaging approach to illuminate changes in the GPR reflections caused by the17

stimulations. The changes delineate the enhancement of a large and complex fracture18

network. These changes likely correspond to changes in local aperture, thus permeabil-19

ity. Our results indicate that borehole GPR yields unique information on subtle changes20

in hydraulic properties within a relatively large volume and provides a new perspective21

on the characterization and monitoring of deep geothermal reservoirs.22

Plain Language Summary23

Deep geothermal reservoirs are a renewable and carbon-neutral source of energy24

that is globally underutilised. Their principle is to efficiently extract heat energy from25

the Earth by circulating a fluid within a deep reservoir. Oftentimes, reservoirs need to26

be Engineered (or Enhanced), leading to the term Engineered Geothermal Systems (EGS).27

EGS rely on enhancing a reservoir’s permeability, its ability to allow for fluid flow. Geo-28

physical remote sensing techniques are useful in illuminating changes in properties of an29

EGS, and in monitoring its evolution. In crystalline bedrock environments, borehole Ground30

Penetrating Radar (GPR) is especially useful in mapping contrasts between rock and31

water. Here, we present results from a hydraulic stimulation experiment that aimed at32

enhancing a reservoir’s permeability by injecting water in existing fractures. Using GPR33

single-hole reflection imaging, we were able to map existing fractures within a relatively34

large volume. By repeating the measurements after the stimulations, we were able to de-35

tect changes in their reflectivity that most likely arise from permeability changes caused36

by the stimulation. The ability of GPR borehole measurements to image changes of the37

hydraulic properties in such high resolution offers a new and exciting perspective for char-38

acterizing and monitoring EGS.39

1 Introduction40

Increasing the use of renewable energy is essential for a sustainable future. A pow-41

erful option to achieve this goal includes geothermal energy, which has been tradition-42

ally exploited in regions with high natural geothermal gradients and suitable hydrother-43

mal reservoirs, such as Iceland (Fridleifsson, 2001). A promising approach to utilize deep44

geothermal energy more widely, is offered by Engineered (or Enhanced) Geothermal Sys-45

tems (EGS). EGS are heat exchange reservoirs created in low-permeability formations46

that are otherwise unexploitable (Hirschberg et al., 2014). The permeability of such reser-47

voirs is ’engineered’ or ’enhanced’ through hydraulic stimulation. In conventional EGS,48

a fluid (often water) is injected at high pressure in a stimulation well to either enhance49

the permeability of existing fractures, or generate new fractures. The fluid will then flow50

through these fractures into another (production) well and absorb heat along its flow path.51

The accumulated heat is later converted to electrical energy.52

The primary aim of hydraulic stimulation is to enhance the permeability of an EGS.53

This is necessary in reservoirs where the permeability of the host rock is negligible, such54

as crystalline basement rocks. In such settings, the main conduits for fluid flow are frac-55

tures (Council et al., 1996; Sharp, 2014) that act as discrete entities in a more or less56

homogeneous matrix. This leads to the conceptual model of a Discrete Fracture Network57

(DFN). While the connectivity of fractures plays a major role for flow within a DFN,58

arguably, the most important parameter for describing fluid flow and transport through59
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a fracture is the fracture aperture. Local aperture (i.e., the separation between two rough60

fracture surfaces) can be linked directly to permeability through the cubic law (Nicholl61

et al., 1999). The success of the cubic law in describing flow has been studied theoret-62

ically and experimentally in both laboratory and field work (Witherspoon et al., 1980;63

Oron & Berkowitz, 1998; Klimczak et al., 2010). Knowledge of the aperture distribution64

in an EGS is thus fundamental for describing its permeability.65

Observing and quantifying the effect of a hydraulic stimulation, let alone monitor-66

ing it over time, has been proven to be an extremely challenging task. For this, geophys-67

ical remote sensing methods can be used. The primary and most commonly employed68

technique is seismics. One can either exploit the naturally induced (passive) seismicity69

during the creation of a fracture (e.g., Shapiro & Dinske, 2009), or seismic waves from70

a suitable (active) artificial source can be employed. Fluid induced seismic signatures71

have been used successfully to characterize fluid propagation during hydraulic-fracturing72

(Shapiro et al., 2002; Rutledge & Phillips, 2003; Shapiro et al., 2006), to monitor the stress73

state of a reservoir (Calò et al., 2014), assess transmissivity changes (Jalali et al., 2018),74

and they are routinely used to monitor hydraulic stimulation experiments (Dorbath et75

al., 2009; Julian et al., 2009; Häge et al., 2013; Cladouhos et al., 2013).76

Nevertheless, passive seismicity can arise from a multitude of dynamic processes,77

including creation of new fracture volumes, fracturing fluid loss, interaction with the pore78

space or pressure diffusion into the surrounding rock (Shapiro et al., 2006). To date, there79

is no direct (physical) link between passive seismic signatures and the permeability en-80

hancement of a fracture or fracture network. Therefore, most studies focus on defining81

proxies to permeability (Delepine et al., 2004; Vogt et al., 2012). To further complicate82

the problem, it has been noted that a significant portion of the fractures may form a-83

seismically during hydraulic stimulation (Jeanne, Rutqvist, Rinaldi, et al., 2015; Amann84

et al., 2018). Active (artificial) seismic sources offer an interesting alternative option, be-85

cause they can serve to illuminate certain properties of an EGS. As shown by Charléty86

et al. (2006), changes within an EGS reservoir can cause variations in the seismic veloc-87

ity. These include mechanical properties (Jeanne, Rutqvist, Hutchings, et al., 2015) or88

increased fluid pressure and rock deformation (Doetsch et al., 2018). Still, uncertainties89

remain high as to which processes govern these changes, and interpretations are thus am-90

biguous.91

Electromagnetic (EM) geophysical methods are also available for characterizing EGS92

reservoirs (Spichak & Manzella, 2009; Börner et al., 2015). One main advantage of EM93

methods is that there exist quantitative relationships between the electrical properties94

of the reservoir and the state variables of interest, namely temperature and presence of95

fluids (Thiel, 2017). In practice, magnetotellurics (MT) is often used, primarily due to96

its large penetration depth (often several km) and its use of naturally occurring sources.97

MT has been used to characterize EGS (MacFarlane et al., 2014), but also in a time-lapse98

approach to monitor fluid injection and propagation (Peacock et al., 2012; Abdelfettah99

et al., 2018). MT offers some benefits compared to its seismic alternatives, but due to100

the diffusive nature of the EM fields and the very low frequencies involved, the method101

lacks spatial resolution.102

GPR combines the advantages of seismic and diffusive EM methods. The high-frequency103

GPR waves offer a high spatial resolution, and the governing material properties (dielec-104

tric permitivity and electrical conductivity) can be linked directly to quantities of inter-105

est, such as temperature and the presence of water. The GPR reflection response has106

been often analysed using a homogeneous model for a fracture by exploiting analytical107

solutions (Tsoflias & Hoch, 2006; Deparis & Garambois, 2009), but GPR reflections carry108

also information on aperture variations along a fracture down to sub-wavelength reso-109

lution (Shakas & Linde, 2017). In fact, apertures that are several orders of magnitude110

smaller than the source dominant wavelength are detectable (Tsoflias & Hoch, 2006; Dorn111

et al., 2012; Markovaara-Koivisto et al., 2014; Shakas & Linde, 2017). In time-lapse mode,112

GPR has been used to infer processes such as fluid flow and transport of saline tracers113

(Dorn et al., 2011; Tsoflias et al., 2015; Shakas et al., 2016) or fracture opening caused114
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by pumping (Tsoflias et al., 2001). This implies that changes in the aperture distribu-115

tion of a fracture, due to hydraulic stimulation should also be visible.116

Despite the amenable properties of GPR, this technique has been rarely applied117

in actual EGS reservoirs, which is primarily due to the lack of appropriate GPR bore-118

hole equipment. This is unfortunate because GPR has the potential to offer unprecedented119

high-resolution images of DFN’s in EGS reservoirs, and there seem to be no inherent tech-120

nical limitations that preclude appropriate GPR instruments to be built.121

In this contribution, we demonstrate the potential power of GPR for EGS appli-122

cations. For this purpose, we present results from a time-lapse GPR survey that accom-123

panied a hydraulic stimulation experiment. It was performed in the newly founded Bedretto124

Underground Laboratory for Geoenergies (BULG). With the exception of the temper-125

ature conditions, BULG offers a geological environment that mimics a realistic EGS reser-126

voir. Our results indicate that GPR borehole data offer valuable information on the frac-127

ture geometry and changes of the fracture properties caused by hydraulic stimulations.128

2 Experimental setup129

BULG is located in the southern Swiss Alps, at about 2 km horizontal distance in130

a 5.2 km long abandoned tunnel (http://www.bedrettolab.ethz.ch/home/). The lab-131

oratory is embedded within the Rotondo Granite intrusion of the Gotthard Massif, and132

it is covered by more than 1 km of granitic overburden (Figure 1a). Here, large-scale ex-133

periments are currently set up, aimed at better understanding the physical processes as-134

sociated with an EGS reservoir. In contrast to actual EGS sites, BULG offers the unique135

opportunity to perform in-situ studies within the reservoir volume.136

Three characterization boreholes (CB1: 302 m, CB2 222 m, CB3: 190 m) were drilled137

during an initial phase (Figure 1b). Based on borehole acoustic and optical logging re-138

sults, an initial test stimulation was designed and performed in CB1 by Geo-Energie Swiss139

(GES). The stimulation intervals are denoted with black bars in Figure 1b. For the first140

stimulation, double packers were used to seal the interval between 288.5 m and 298.5 m,141

and 4937 l were injected. Immediately after this first stimulation, the packers were moved142

to stimulate the interval between 264 m and 274 m, and 4552 l were injected.143

Three single-hole GPR surveys were carried out, namely (i) prior to, (ii) 6 days af-144

ter and (iii) 12 days after the stimulations. We employed 100 MHz Mala borehole an-145

tennas that were rigidly connected to each other with a separation of 2.7 m. This an-146

tenna setup was lowered to the bottom of borehole CB1. Subsequently, the antennas were147

slowly pulled upward, and a measurement was triggered every 0.05 m. Using a tempo-148

ral sampling rate of 1526 MHz and a stacking rate of 32 proved to be a good compro-149

mise between signal quality and measurement speed (a complete profile of the 300 m bore-150

hole took roughly 45 min).151

The main purpose of this short contribution is to demonstrate the remarkable ca-152

pabilities of such measurements for imaging changes of fracture properties. Therefore,153

we restrict our analyses here to the measurements performed in borehole CB1.154

3 Data processing155

We applied a relatively standard processing sequence for obtaining static images156

from the data acquired. Initially we applied a high-pass filter for removing low frequen-157

cies (< 40 MHz) that were outside of the frequency band emitted by the transmitting158

antenna. Next, we interpolated missing traces to guarantee a regular spatial sampling159

of 0.05 m. Less than 1% of the traces were missing. Afterwards, the individual traces160

were aligned to the arrivals of the direct wave travelling from the transmitter to the re-161

ceiver antenna. This was achieved by temporal up-sampling and application of cross-correlation162

procedures (Shakas et al., 2016). Next, a time dependent gain function was applied to163

account for spherical spreading and thus to enhance signal amplitudes at later times. GPR164

data typically include repetitive patterns that are similar on several nearby recorded traces.165
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They include the arrival of the direct wave and so-called system ringing caused by EM166

waves bouncing between the antennas and reverberating within the borehole. These fea-167

tures were removed by subtracting a mean trace computed over a 50 m moving window168

(corresponding to 1000 traces). Finally, a time-to-distance conversion was applied us-169

ing a GPR velocity of 0.128 m/ns. The velocity was obtained from two independent lab-170

oratory measurement techniques of dielectric properties on borehole cores.171

Static images, obtained with the processing sequence described above, allow the172

geometry of fractures in a large volume around a borehole to be described. This is es-173

sential during an initial characterization phase, but it is equally important to identify174

changes in fracture properties caused by hydraulic stimulations. This can be achieved175

with difference images using repeated GPR surveys (Dorn et al., 2011; Shakas et al., 2016;176

Giertzuch et al., 2020). For fully exploiting the information content of such repeated sur-177

veys, additional processing steps are required. In addition to aligning the traces in time178

using the direct wave, we also aligned the entire images of two individual data sets along179

the borehole depth. Subtle shifts between the depth recordings of two GPR data sets180

can result, for example, from cable twist. Over a distance of 300 m this can result in sig-181

nificant inconsistencies. We corrected for this by computing the 2D cross-correlation co-182

efficients within a range of +/- 20 traces (+/- 1m). We then readjusted the two data sets183

such that they correlated optimally, thereby assuming that signal portions from reflec-184

tors that were not changing over time dominate over those portions being affected by185

temporal changes (i.e., the stimulations). The shifts applied were always less than 4 traces,186

that is, less than 0.2 m.187

Subsequently, we applied a further temporal resampling, as described in more de-188

tail by Giertzuch et al. (2020). This was necessary because of known time-varying drift189

in the sampling frequency of the data acquisition system. After applying these additional190

processing steps, we subtracted the two two data sets from each other to obtain a dif-191

ference image.192

4 Results193

In Figure 1c we show the post-processed GPR data for depths > 25 m of the sur-194

vey performed prior to the stimulation. Subsequently we refer to this as the ”reference195

profile”.196

The region close to the borehole (approx. at radial distances up to 2 to 3 m away197

from the borehole) offers limited information. This is due to the antenna separation of198

2.7 m, and the removal procedure of the direct wave. At depths down to about 130 m,199

reflections originating from the other boreholes CB2 and CB3 can be recognized clearly200

at distances up to 30 m away from CB1. Fractures intersecting borehole CB1 appear as201

chevron-type patterns (e.g., Olsson et al., 1992). The region below ∼ 140 m is highly frac-202

tured, with several zones of water inflow, which was measured by hydraulic screening.203

The most prominent fault zone intersects the borehole at about 145 m. It can be traced204

more than 50 m away from the borehole and with a total length of more than 200 m,205

but it lies outside of the area possibly affected by the stimulation (indicated by the dashed206

rectangle in Figure 1c).207

An enlarged version of this area is depicted in Figure 2a. It includes several fea-208

tures that could be activated by the stimulations that are labelled from F1 to F10. In209

the following, we call these features, but they can be interpreted as water-filled fractures.210

All features (fractures) intersecting borehole CB1 could be verified with borehole acous-211

tic and borehole image tools. Figures 2b and 2c show the same portions of the GPR sec-212

tions obtained from the two repeat surveys. By visual comparison of the three panels213

in Figure 2, it is difficult to identify any differences. Therefore, we focus the discussion214

on the difference images shown in Figure 3. Since the differences are much weaker than215

the original reflections, the amplitude scaling used here is only half of that used in Fig-216
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Figure 1. (a) Geological cross-section of the Bedretto tunnel, modified from Keller and

Schneider (1982). The section where the BULG is located is highlighted with a (red) rectangle.

(b) A 3D visualization of the existing CB boreholes in the BULG. Stimulation intervals in CB1

are denoted by black bars. (c) GPR single-hole reflection (reference) profile from CB1. As in

(b), stimulation intervals are denoted by black bars. The dashed rectangle in the top-right part

delimits the region, for which difference images were produced. The labels CB2 and CB3 indicate

reflections from the other boreholes.

ure 1 and 2. To highlight that these are time-lapse changes (differences) and not static217

profiles, we also use a different coloring scheme.218

For appraising the reliability of the difference images, it is worth mentioning that219

boreholes CB2 and CB3 were empty while recording the reference profile. During the220

first repeat survey, there was a copper heating cable installed in CB2, and during the221

second repeat survey, there was a packer system installed with metallic rods until the222

bottom depth in CB2. These two changes make the borehole trajectory visible in the dif-223

ference images.224

As an additional test of the reliability of our data and data processing procedures,225

we conducted a further measurement immediately (< 2hours) after completing the sec-226

ond repeat survey. During such a short time span, no changes are expected to occur in227

the fractured system. Indeed, the difference image between this additional measurement228

and the second repeat survey did not show any significant changes in reflection strengths229

(image is available as supplementary material).230

Combined analysis of the static images in Figure 2 and the difference images in Fig-231

ure 3 allows distinguishing between features that were affected by the stimulations (marked232

green in Figure 3) and those that remained unaffected (marked black in Figure 3). Be-233

fore discussing the individual features, we would like to highlight an important limita-234

tion of single-hole GPR surveying, as employed in this study. The transmitter antenna235

radiates energy in all directions. Likewise, the receiver antenna captures signals from all236

directions. This results in an azimuthal ambiguity. That is, we can determine the dis-237

tance away from the borehole from a reflecting feature, and for planar structures, such238

as fractures, we can determine the dip relative to the borehole trajectory. However, the239

azimuth relative to the borehole trajectory cannot be resolved.240
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Figure 2. Reference (a) as well first (b) and second (c) GPR profiles, repeated 5 and 12 days

(respectively) after the stimulation. Several features are mapped on this image with labels (F1

to F10) which are referenced later with respect to which are enhanced post stimulation. The

packer intervals used during stimulation are shown with the filled rectangles on the top right of

the figure.

F2 and F3 appear as relatively strong reflectors in the static images, but they are241

hardly affected by the stimulation. As expected, the majority of the affected features is242

located near the stimulation intervals, but there are also important exceptions. For ex-243

ample, F1 is a long fracture that intersects the shallower injection interval and extends244
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Difference images post-stimulation, showing the changes with respect to the refer-

ence for the first (a) and second (b) repeated profiles (compare with Figure 2). The features that

are seen enhanced post-stimulation are marked with green arrows (F1, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9 ,F10).

The reflection from borehole CB2 is now visible.

to the left margin of the images. It appears to be only slightly altered by the stimula-245

tion, but changes can be observed at depths of 200 m and distances of up to 30 m away246

from the borehole.247

One would expect that fractures intersecting the stimulation intervals would show248

the most prominent changes. Feature F10 originates from a fracture connecting to the249

shallower stimulation interval. Interestingly enough, in the difference image of the first250

repeat survey it is hardly visible, but it exhibits a stronger signature in the difference251

image of the second repeat survey.252
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Features F5, F6, F7 and F8 show strong reflections in the static images, and they253

can be traced to radial distances of 35 m. They are also clearly visible in both difference254

images, whereby the reflection strengths increased visibly from the first to the second255

repeat survey. It is interesting to note that none of these features has a visible connec-256

tion to the stimulation intervals.257

Surprisingly, F4 is also not affected, even though it seems to directly intersect the258

region where several other features (F5 to F8) are affected. Due to the azimuthal am-259

biguity of the GPR data, it might be possible that F4 has no direct physical connection260

to features F5 to F8.261

F9 enters the stimulated volume from greater depths. It appears enhanced post stim-262

ulation. This suggests that there is a hydraulic connection that reaches beyond the vis-263

ible range of our survey, and it is part of the fracture network involved during the stim-264

ulation experiments.265

5 Discussion266

Changes in GPR reflectivity, as observed in the difference images, correspond to267

changes in electric properties in the rock mass. In an electrically resistive environment,268

such as a granitic host rock, the dielectric permittivity is the most important property,269

which is governed primarily by the presence or absence of water (e.g., Tsoflias et al., 2001).270

Therefore, the GPR results indicate primarily an increase of the water content and thus271

an increase of porosity. It is not necessarily an indication of an increase in hydraulic per-272

meability. Nevertheless, since changes are seen relatively far away from the injection in-273

terval, there is strong evidence that a permeability change allowed the injected water to274

reach these regions. Therefore, the features observed in the reflection images can be equiv-275

alently identified as water-filled fractures.276

An interesting observation in our difference images in Figure 3 is the generally in-277

creased reflection strength after the second repeat survey (Figure 3a), compared with278

the first repeat survey (Figure 3). This indicates that the fracture network is not react-279

ing instantaneously to the stimulations. A detailed interpretation of the possible causes280

requires further examination and incorporation of independent information, such as hy-281

draulic and passive seismic data. Still, the evidence here supports that deeper portions282

of the reservoir have been ”unlocked” from the stimulation which may lead to a delayed283

pressure response and upward water flow towards the borehole and tunnel. Moreover,284

an electrical conductivity profile of the borehole fluid revealed that there is an increase285

in conductivity of the fluid in the bottom of the borehole, possibly resulting from inflow286

arising from deeper parts of the reservoir. Even though this increase is minor, it will still287

naturally lead to an overall increase in GPR reflectivity.288

Compared to traditional borehole logging techniques, single-hole GPR offers infor-289

mation at much larger radial distances away from the borehole. This is key during the290

characterization phase of an EGS reservoir, but this amenable property is already well291

known and documented in several studies (e.g., Spillmann et al., 2007). The novelty from292

our contribution is proof that single-hole GPR measurements can provide high-resolution293

spatial and temporal monitoring of changes in fracture properties. This suggests that294

a hydraulic stimulation process can be characterized and monitored to unprecedented295

resolution. In fact, the images of the fracture pattern activated by the test stimulations296

in BULG provided quite unexpected results.297

Despite the very encouraging results from our study, there are a few issues that need298

to be addressed before single-hole GPR surveys can be performed in actual EGS reser-299

voirs. First of all, appropriate measuring devices need to be developed that can with-300

stand the high temperatures and pressures at greater depths. This is a technological con-301

straint that can be directly addressed. Furthermore, the problem of the azimuthal am-302

biguity needs to be resolved. This can be achieved with directional antennas, and/or single-303

hole surveys from several boreholes need to be combined for obtaining a more unique in-304

terpretation.305
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6 Conclusions306

We have presented results from a time-lapse GPR study of two hydraulic stimu-307

lation experiments that took place in a deep underground laboratory. Application of a308

suitable processing sequence allowed high-resolution difference images to be obtained,309

with which we could distinguish between fractures whose permeability was enhanced due310

to the stimulations, and those that remained unaffected. The changes suggest an increase311

in permeability that allowed for the injected water to reach fractures located tens of me-312

ters away from the borehole. Our findings suggest that there is an interaction of a com-313

plex fracture network that governs the observed changes. Fractures that are as far as 35314

m away from the injection borehole were stimulated, and there seems to be a hydraulic315

connection to larger parts of the rock volume, which cannot be imaged in such detail with316

any other technique. These findings are key for a better understanding of the overall ge-317

ometry of the fracture network and its response to hydraulic stimulations. We judge that318

our results represent a major advance in characterizing and monitoring the permeabil-319

ity evolution of EGS reservoirs. This will hopefully help to overcome some of the prob-320

lems that have precluded EGS so far to be successful.321
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